
I am fortunate to teach woodworking classes 
around the United States, in Canada, and in 
faraway places such as Japan and Germany. 
I learned early on that I need my own tools 
with me when I teach, ones that I know well 
and that are dependable, perfectly tuned, and 

sharp. Through the years, I’ve worked to minimize 
the number of tools in my kit. It has to be complete 
enough to build a whole project, yet light enough 
to carry through airports and on buses and trains. 
Although I am still fine-tuning my kit—replacing a 
tool with a lighter version, for example—it’s proven to 
be lean and capable of a wide range of work. When it 
comes to hand tools, this kit contains all I need.

Garrett Hack is a contributing editor.

The only hand tools I really need
From milling and layout to Fitting joints  
and smoothing, this tidy kit does it all

b y  g a r r e t t  h a c k

handwork
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planes and scrapers
choosing planes to include in the kit was tough, because they should be few 
in number but able to perform a wide variety of work. a jack plane and two 
block planes can handle just about any planing task outside of joinery, and a 
shoulder plane gets the job done there. One spokeshave is all you really need 
for curves. keep some card scrapers on hand, too.

LOw-angLe jack pLane 
and extra bLade
good for everything from 
jointing stock to smoothing 
and shooting. the extra 
blade is cambered for 
smoothing.

a pair Of bLOck pLanes 
the large one is set for fine shavings, and 
used for chamfers, flushing inlay, and other 
delicate work. the small one is great for 
coarse work like roughing out an edge profile.

shOuLder 
pLane
the right tool 
for fitting joints.

card scrapers  
and burnisher
Card scrapers level 
surfaces and clean 
up squeeze-out. the 
burnisher is necessary 
for setting up the 
scrapers.

spOkeshave
indispensable 
for shaping and 
refining curves.

One bench plane is all you need. A low-angle 
jack plane, along with an extra blade cambered 
for smoothing, can do everything from jointing 
to smoothing. And because it lacks a frog, it 
weighs less than a standard jack plane.

Flat-soled spokeshave for curves. Hack 
prefers one with an adjustable mouth and a 
cambered blade. No other tool handles both 
convex and concave curves as well.

Don’t forget the block plane. In fact, have 
two: a small one like a violin maker’s plane for 
coarse work and convex curves (shown), and 
an adjustable-mouth block plane for fine work.
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cHIsels 
and saWs
it’s possible to get 
by with just three or 
four chisels, but it’s 
better to have more, 
so you’ll always 
have the one that 
allows you to work 
most efficiently. 
in place of a very 
wide one, you can 
use the blade from 
your low-angle jack 
plane. throw in a 
pair of small saws, 
and you’re ready 
to cut and fit most 
furniture joints.

handwork continued

shOpMade detaiL chiseLs
Perfect for inlay.

LOng-bLade sOcket chiseLs
the length of these chisels 
makes them good for paring.

bench chiseLs
these workhorses 
handle most of the 
chisel work.

japanese fLush-cutting saw
light and precise, it’s ideal for delicate 
crosscuts and the occasional small dovetail.

fine-tOOth gent’s saw
Filed for rips and crosscuts, 
and wonderful for joinery.

One saw for joinery. Choose a saw that cuts 
a fine kerf and has a hybrid file on the teeth, so 
it’s efficient on rips and crosscuts.

A second saw for detail work. A delicate 
flush-cutting saw can be used as intended, but 
also for crosscuts on moldings and inlay, small 
joinery, and other jobs that require precision.

Chisels are for more than chopping and 
paring. They also can be used to rough out a 
chamfer (shown) or curve.
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scraTcH 
sTOcK
i couldn’t make 
furniture without my 
magic box of scratch 
cutters. everything 
i need to make, 
sharpen, and use 
them fits into a nifty 
little box. equipped 
with an assortment 
of profile cutters, 
a scratch stock 
allows you to create 
furniture that is 
genuinely custom.

stOrage bOx
keeps the body 
and blades safe, 
as well as other 
small, delicate 
tools.

diaMOnd paste
rubbed into a strip of leather 
or a flat hardwood block, it’s a 
12,000-grit strop.

sLip stOnes
sharpen scratch 
stock cutters with 
these: one fine, 
one medium, and 
oil for lubrication.

scratch stOck bOdy
made in the shop, with 
a thumbscrew to hold 
the blade in place.

cutters
there are at least 10 
blades, and each one has 
at least two profiles cut 
into it. there are some 
blanks in the box, too.

fiLes
a collection of flat 
and round files to 
create new profiles.

Make your own 
cutters. A small 
set of files, like this 
round one, is all 
it takes to make 
custom scratch-
stock cutters.

Then make 
custom moldings. 
Handmade 
furniture should 
be custom from 
beginning to end, 
and a scratch stock 
allows you to turn 
out one-of-a-kind 
moldings.

diaMOnd pLate
use this to reestablish the 
cutting edge.

waterstOne
an 8,000-grit stone 
is an excellent way 
to polish and hone a 
hollow-ground bevel.

sHarpenInG
hand tools are useless if 
they’re not sharp, so no kit 
is complete without the 
means to sharpen them. it 
doesn’t take much to hone 
an edge. when traveling, i 
get by with half a diamond 
plate and one waterstone. 
around the shop, i use a 
grinder to maintain the 
bevel.
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handwork continued

sMaLL cOMbO sQuare
great for layout, checking 
joints for square, and 
setting up machinery.

tape Measure
For those times when 
a 6-in. rule just isn’t 
long enough.

knife
some layout 
lines should 
be cut.

6-in. ruLe
great for measuring in tight 
spots, and for laying out joinery.

Marking 
gauges
one suffices, 
but it’s better 
to have two.

MeasUrInG 
and laYOUT
accurate joinery is 
impossible without 
good layout tools. 
although many of 
these tools are small, 
they are more than 
up to the job. they’re 
sized perfectly for 
joinery, and a tape 
measure extends your 
reach beyond the 
length of the rule. 

caLiper ruLe
determines the 
thickness of 
parts and the 
size of joinery 
components.

sLiding 
beveL
use this tool 
for laying out 
dovetails and 
transferring 
angles.

prOtractOr
Paired with the 
sliding bevel, it 
ensures accurate 
angles for joinery, 
leg splay, and 
other parts that 
aren’t square.

You need marking gauges. It’s the right tool 
for laying out dovetails and tenon shoulders. You 
can lay out tenon cheeks with one, but you must 
change the setting. Two gauges makes it easier.

One tool, many jobs. A combination square 
can be used for layout, checking joints for 
accuracy, setting up machinery, transferring 
measurements, and a host of other jobs.

Accurate angles. Use a bevel gauge to lay out 
an angled shoulder, transfer an angle from one 
part to another, and to lay out tails and pins. 

penciLs and eraser
essential for layout. Colored pencils are 
used to identify and orient parts.
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